Fast, efficient parallel algorithms are presented for discrete event simulations of dynamic channel assignment schemes for wireless cellular communication networks. The driving events are call arrivals and departures, in continuous time, to cells geographically distributed across the service area. A dynamic channel assignment scheme decides which call arrivals to accept, and which channels to allocate to the accepted calls, attempting to minimize call blocking while ensuring co-channel interference is tolerably low. Specifically, the scheme ensures that the same channel is used concurrently at different cells only if the pairwise distances between those cells are sufficiently large. Much of the complexity of the system comes from ensuring this separation.
Fast Wireless System Simulation
Dynamic channel assignment (DCA) schemes provide flexible and efficient access to bandwidth in cellular communication networks. To date, mathematical analysis has brought insight into the design of such schemes, but only through A large class of DCA schemes can be modeled as a system of automata interacting in continuous time, each corresponding to a cell. In these models, interactions are complex, but local. In our experiments, we consider hexagonal networks (see Figure 1) of about 100 x 100 cells, which is reasonable for evaluating large metropolitan area designs.
A given cell interacts with all cells within a given discrete distance r . In a typical design, r = 2, and it turns out that a given cell interacts with 18 others. In this paper, we present efficient parallel simulation techniques, and report preliminary results on their performance on a 16K processor MasPar MP-1. However, in such systems, overall call blocking probabilities can be useful in practice, even though handoff is not explicitly modeled. This is the case for example in systems with soft handoffs which are transparent to the mobile unit (e.g. diversity schemes where the mobile's signal is monitored/decoded by more than one base station). On the other hand, minimizing the probability of being dropped during a handoff is a more critical performance criterion for systems with hard handoffs. This is a topic of ongoing investigation.
In both serial and parallel simulations, we exploit the Markovian nature of the model. In the serial simulation, we use an efficient alias method to generate the next event, rather than an event-list. In the parallel simulation, we use a uniformization technique to support the lookahead calculations in the high utilization code. This use of uniformization is helpful in streamlining the code, but is orthogonal to the idea of exploiting event slackness.
In this work, we consider the class of Markov dynamic channel assignment schemes, introduced by Raymond [8] .
Here, the term "Markov" might be misleading because the schemes themselves have nothing to do with statistical assumptions about the traffic. The defining characteristic of Markov schemes is that the criteria for accepting a call depends only on the number of calls in progress at each of the cells.
Lubachevsky presented the basic conservative synchronization scheme and a variant that exploits aggregation in [6] , where it was applied to simulating Ising models. In the simulation context, Ising models differ from the cellular models in that in the cellular models the interactions between neighboring sites are more complex, and that there is potential for event slackness in these interactions. In 
